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CHAPTER I
THE VALUE OF TAXONOMIC CLASSIFICATION
Current Methods of Identifying Organizations
Government agencies, orchestras, banks, churches, uni
versities, stock exchanges, manufacturers, and other organ
izations have typically been the setting for organizational
communication research.

Identification of such organizations

has usually been by common name and geographic location, a
system which creates problems when it comes to reporting
research findings because the validity of generalizing from
one type of organization to another of the same name may be
questioned.

Generalization may not be valid for all banks,

churches, or all manufacturers; thus, an important question
arises:

Should the organizational communication process or

the application of communication principles be considered the
same simply because two organizations can be called by a
common name?

For example, the heading or classification of

"government agency" is often used in organizational communi
cation research.

Both the Washington D.C. Road Commission

and the Presidency of the United States could be classified
in that way.
tions.

Yet there are differences in the two organiza

Such identification is insufficient in representing

these two vastly different organizational systems with
1
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respect to the many structural and functional differences
important to their communication.
The practice of identifying and classifying organiza
tions by their common names and geographic location for
research purposes is as abusive as botanists identifying the
subject of their research as a "tree of southwest Michigan."
A better classification method is needed.

The taxonomy is

one such method.
Taxonomic Classification
A taxonomy is a classification device.

It divides a

given set or class of objects into subclasses which are
defined by the conditions of membership to each.

Thus, a

hierarchy of groups with common characteristics is estab
lished.

Within a discipline, a taxonomy is devised to serve

a purpose which will determine somewhat the nature of the
taxonomy.

A taxonomy without a purpose is frivolous:

Classifications have little value in themselves,
except as fascinating diversions for the idle
and indigent. On the contrary, taxonomic models
have served as basic strategy for explanation and
prediction of the behavior of organisms.
(Sells,
1964, p. 515)
To be practical and serve a purpose within the discipline of
communication, a taxonomy needs to be comprehensive, dis
criminating, and moderately complex.
The comprehensive taxonomy takes into consideration not
only the salient features of organizations, but those
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important to the discipline for which it is developed.
McKelvey (1975) agreed to the need for a comprehensive
taxonomy in saying:
Taxonomic development is viewed as a critical
element in the future health of organization
science. . . . Existing organizational classifi
cations are not comprehensive enough to classify
organizations into scientifically useful group
ings, primarily because they ignore many important
attributes.
(p. 509)
If the taxonomy is not comprehensive, it serves no purpose.
Some rationally derived taxonomies are comprehensive and
useful to their discipline.
A discriminating taxonomy means that each organization
must belong to one and only one class.
either in a class or not.

An organization is

It cannot be in more than one

class, as Hempel (1965) pointed out:
Classification, strictly speaking, is a yes-or-no,
an either-or affair: A class is determined by
some concept representing its defining characteris
tics, and a given object falls either into this
class or outside, depending on whether it has or
lacks the defining characteristics.
(p. 151)
Weber (1947) developed a taxonomy which is a two-category
classification, bureaucratic and nonbureaucratic, that has
been used by the social scientists for over 30 years.

How

ever, such a classification device cannot be used for gener
alization from research because most organizations fall
between these two extremes and not in one class or the other.
A taxonomy must be moderately complex to be useful.
When a taxonomy groups and subgroups organizations based upon
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discriminating differences, and when those differences are
based upon the salient and important variables of the system
with respect to communication, the taxonomy will probably be
moderately complex.
Ways of Developing a Taxonomy of Organizations
There are three general approaches to development of a
taxonomy:

the rational-idealist, formal-empirical, and

general systems theory.

These three also apply to organiza

tional taxonomies.
The rational-idealist method is to select several vari
ables common to organizations because of their logical impor
tance to the behavior of organizations.

Often a single level

classification with no subgroups is developed.
classification follows this method.

Weber's (1947)

These classifications

are comprehensive for their purpose but lack the discrimina
tion and complexity to be useful in the field of communica
tion.
The formal-empirical taxonomy uses empirical methods to
determine the constructs, variables, or items upon which
classification will be based.

This method represents an

extreme in that it is not comprehensive because it selects
variables at random.

It is also overly complex and dis

criminating since it has too many classes and subclasses
with too few organizations in each class.

For example, Haas,

Hall, and Johnson (1966) rated 75 organizations on 99 items.
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These data were then subjected to a similarity-of-attributes
profile analysis.

The result was a grouping of the organ

izations with respect to any number of similarities on any
number of the 99 possible items.

These groupings may not

follow common logic and therefore may differ from rationally
devised taxonomies.

This approach is time-consuming, imprac

tical, and overly complex.
The general systems theory method combines the empirical
and rational approaches and thus is comprehensive, discrimi
nating, and moderately complex.
selected from an empirical base.

Important variables are
General systems theory is

a theoretical framework based on empirical research and
organized in terms of a rational model called the "living
system."
The comparison between the characteristics of these
three models is illustrated in Figure 1.
Statement of the Problem
The problem is that the current common-name system of
identifying organizations for communication research has not
provided organizational communication scientists with a way
of systematizing and generalizing their findings.

A taxonomy

with the purpose of identifying organizations for communica
tion research would permit generalization.

The purpose of

this thesis is to develop a taxonomy practical enough to be
usable and that provides a framework for organizing knowledge.
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RATIONAL-IDEALIST:

GENERAL SYSTEMS:

FORMAL-EMPIRICAL

Rational & Empirical

Empirical

Rational

Comprehensive & Discriminating

Discriminating

Comprehensive

Moderately
Complex

Simple
Too Few Classes

Figure 1.

Overly
Complex
Too Many Classes

A representation of the characteristics
specific to the rational-idealist, formalempirical, and general systems theory
taxonomies.
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It should be a means of identifying organizations, be predic
tive and explanatory, identify areas where further research
is necessary, and develop the methodology necessary for
generalization.

One way to meet these needs is to develop

a scientifically useful taxonomy using a theoretical frame
work which should emphasize the salient elements of organiza
tions in terms of communication.
one such theoretical framework.

General systems theory is
Sells (1964) also suggested

the use of general systems theory as a guideline for a
functional taxonomy:
In its fullest development the taxonomic approach
should conform to the general systems approach;
in any case, the two are compatible, and perhaps
the salient strengths of each may contribute to
the goals of the other.
(p. 515)
Although systems theory has been used in the development of
organizational taxonomies, no one has specifically attempted
to utilize systems theory to focus on communication within
the organizational system.
Method of Inquiry
There were three stages in the process of developing
this taxonomy:

The first was a review of past taxonomies of

organizations, their methods of development, and their
ability to meet the needs of communication (Chapter II); the
second stage was the development of the taxonomy and its use
in identifying organizations (Chapter III); the third stage
was a test of its need in identifying organizations and other
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possible uses within the discipline (Chapter IV).
Prior taxonomies of organizations
Numerous classifications and taxonomies of organization
have been developed over the past 30 years.

An analysis was

undertaken to determine the advantages and inadequacies of
the approaches used.

The rational-idealist, formal-empirical,

and general systems theory taxonomies which were already
existent were reviewed to determine if they met the specific
needs of the communication specialist.

None of these were

adequate, but the general systems theory approach seemed to
be the closest to achieving the purpose of developing a
taxonomy of organizations.
Developing of the taxonomy
General systems theory was the selected method, because
of Miller's (1972, 1975) clear and precise terminology and
his extensive application of these terms to organizational
systems.
Miller's work "The Nature of Living Systems"

(1975) was

reviewed and a list of terms was made that might potentially
be used in the taxonomy.
general systems theory.

Miller defined terms related to
The section headings from his report

were selected to be the initial list of terms.

The terms not

suitable for use in a taxonomy were eliminated from this
list.

The remaining terms were evaluated for their ability
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to affect variations in the communication of organization
systems and their ability to define discriminating classes.
Each of the final remaining terms was then designated a level
in the taxonomy's hierarchy.

The most basic and elementary

distinction between organization types was selected for pri
mary classification; secondary and tertiary classifications
were more complex.

Finally, the taxonomy was shown graphi

cally and its use demonstrated by classifying several
selected organizations.
The test of the taxonomy
The initial argument was presented that the current
method of identifying organizations by common name and geo
graphic location is not an adequate system of identification
and therefore provided no basis for generalization.

If the

current system of identification is adequate, the information
necessary to make the three very basic classifications pro
posed in this taxonomy should be present in reports of
research.

To find out if this was true, 10 research studies

were selected from recent journals.

Using the information

about the organizations which were the setting of the
research, an attempt was made to classify each organization.
It was hypothesized that in most cases the information cur
rently provided in organizational communication research
studies is not sufficient to identify these organizations
even though the information needed is relatively simple,
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very basic to determining similarities in organizations
systems, and very important to the communication of the
system.

Unless proper identification of research settings

is provided, the findings are not only impossible to gener
alize, but the research can never even be replicated.

All

scientific research must be able to stand the test of time
and be independently replicable.
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CHAPTER II
PRIOR CLASSIFICATIONS OF ORGANIZATIONS
The existing rational-idealist, formal-empirical, and
general systems theory classifications will be reviewed here.
Three kinds of rational-idealist classification were found:
informal classification by organizational variables, identi
fication of organizational types, and taxonomies.

Authors

who provided examples of classification by variables in the
ways they arranged the contents and indexed their books
include:

Baker (1973); Bassett (1968); Blau and Schoenherr

(1971); Carzo and Yanouzas (1967); Compton and Bennett (1967)
Drabek and Haas (1974); Krupp (1961); Litterer (1973); Matthies (1961); Melcher (1975); Murphy (1957); Perrow (1970);
RamstrcJm (1967) ; Schneider, Donaghy, and Newman (1975) ; and
Sells (1964).

Formal-empirical taxonomies have been proposed

by Haas et al.

(1966); Stogdill (1966); Pung, Hickson, and

Hinings (1969); and Woodward (1965).

General systems theory

taxonomies are represented by Katz and Kahn (1966), Miller
(1972), and Sells (1964).

Finally, general systems theory

terminology, as defined by Miller (1975), will be presented,
and terms considered as candidates for the present taxonomy
are listed.

11
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Rational-idealist Classifications
This area of classification is comprised of the ordering
of organizational variables, the identification of organiza
tional types, and formalized taxonomies.

These are classifi

cations based on one or several selected variables.

They

are comprehensive but lack discrimination and complexity.
Classifying by organizational
variables
The tables of contents of 15 above-mentioned organiza
tion theory texts revealed classifications of organizations
by variables.

The formal taxonomies which follow also clas

sify by variable.

For example, those dealing with organiza

tional control include Etzioni's (1961) compliance variable
and Likert's (1967) authority types.

The organizational

variables extracted from the tables of contents are listed
in Tables 1 and 2.
Identifying organizational types
The Library of Congress Subject Headings (1975) identi
fied three types of organization:
trial;
Social.

(1) Organization, Indus

(2) Organization, International; and (3) Organization,
Secondary classifications are based on the science

involved, e.g., engineering, agriculture; the legal charter,
e.g., conglomerate corporation, trusts; the names of countries
and cities involved, e.g., United States; or type of people
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TABLE 1
STRUCTURAL ORGANIZATIONAL VARIABLES OBTAINED FROM
TABLES OF CONTENTS OF 15 ORGANIZATION THEORY
TEXTS
Structural Variables
Control
Bureaucracy
Span of control
Leadership style
Structure of power
Authority"
Hierarchy
Communication

Power & power structure
Admini stration
Formal control system
Managerial structure
Elementary legislation &
steady state

Communicative aspects of
business
Structure of communication
(formal & informal)
Information flow
Interorganization networks
Elements of communication
Organization as communicator
Climate
Need for communication
Team work
Committees

Task forces
Strategy
Information content
Communication channels
Information allocation
Hierarchy & grapevine
Reports
Plans
Administrative communica
tion
Serial communication

External situation
Internal situation
Resource allocation
Simple steady state
Goals-obj ectives
Planning-policies
Local conditions
Territory
Overlays
Politics
Size
Flat-tall
Work flow
Task
Line-staff
Standards
Rewards
Time

Culture
Status
Environmental factors
Characteristics of organ
izations
Characteristics of indi
viduals
Personal qualifications
Special physical factors
Constraints on structure
Organization clockworks
Intraorganization tech
nology
Interorganization
boundary
Complexity

Other
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TABLE 2
PROCESS VARIABLES OBTAINED FROM TABLES OF CONTENTS
OF 15 ORGANIZATION THEORY TEXTS
Process Variables
Control
Formalization
Controlling
Decision-making

Bureaucratization
Centralization
Delegation

Communication
Perceptions
Group process
Feedback
Motivations
Conflict
Group communication
Communication
Individual process
Intergroup process
Decision-making
Managing sentences
Letter-writing
Report-writing

Reading
Logical thinking
Creative thinking
Discussion
Doing
Observing
Talking
Making a speech
Dictating
Telephoning
Listening
Writing

Configuration
Equilibrium
Environmental adaptation
Specialization
Departmentation
Growth

Standardization
Patterns of organization
Interorganizational
exchange
Professionalization

Other

involved as members, e.g., girls, boys, sisters, teachers.
This classification device serves the purpose of classifying
books for librarians.
The Yellow Pages (Michigan Bell Telephone Directory,
1977) listed organizations as follows:

Associations, Clubs,

Fraternal, Labor, Political, Professional, Religious, Social
Service, Veterans and Military, Youth Organizations and
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Centers.

This serves the purpose of listing telephone

numbers of organizations.

The above classifications of

organizations are based on the following criteria:
1.

Nature of the organization charter:
conglomerate, non-profit, consolidation.

2.

Type of member:
brothers.

3.

Geography: International, Organization of
American States, North Atlantic Treaty
Organization.

4.

Nationality:
etc.

5.

Goals, functions, purposes: organization
of economic cooperation and development,
educational association, historical society,
medical society, charity, musical society.

6.

Combinations of the above: Michigan Educa
tion Association, which combines geography
and function; Girl Scouts of America, which
combines geography and type of member; and
Warren Consolidated School System, which
combines geography, function, and charter
type.

voluntary, workers, girls,

Japanese, American, British,

These variables are the basis for the formally developed
rational-idealist taxonomies which follow.
Rational-idealist taxonomies
Some rational-idealist taxonomies are based on varia
tions in structural variables, and others are based on
variations in organizational processes.
Carzo and Yanouzas (1967) cited three classifications
of organizations, two structural:

flat versus tall organ

izations and centralized versus decentralized.

The authors
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provided one classification of a process nature:

formal

organizations in which specific objectives are met by delib
eration and design versus the social organization which
evolves naturally and fills the need ror human association.
Litterer (1973) has outlined numerous taxonomies which
include three based on process:
1.

The first is based on the method and degree
of control. The categories are: control by
rules, in which written communications pre
vail; and control by social norms, which
involves predominantly face-to-face communi
cation.

2.

A second kind of taxonomy is based on the
type of transformation of the throughput.
The categories are: continuous flow, batch
process, and mediating.

3.

Another taxonomy is based on the function
or purpose of the organization.
Categories
are: social control (police); and organiza
tions interested in long-term social values—
creating new things.

The structural taxonomies are:
4.

Classification by primary beneficiary—
mutual benefit associations, service organ
izations, productive enterprise, and common
weal organizations.
(Blau & Schoenherr,
1971)

5.

Taxonomy based on structure of the through
put— human throughput (schools) and object
throughput (retailing).

Other taxonomies are available.
Etzioni (1961) used variations of power— compliance—
as a base for his taxonomy.

Power differs according to the

means used to get people to comply.
organization are:

The three types of

(1) coercive, in which compliance is
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alienated as in prisons;

(2) remunerative, such as indus

tries in which wages cr commissions are the main source of
incentives and the compliance is calculative; and (3) norma
tive, such as religious and professional organizations in
which the moral involvement or social acceptance is a major
incentive and remuneration may be secondary.
based taxonomy was proposed in 1967 by Likert.
fications of organization are:

Another powerThe classi

exploitive authoritarian,

benevolent authoritarian, consultative, and participation
group.
Barnard (1938) categorized organizations as formal or
informal.

The formal organization members interact because

of common goals or purposes.

Informal organization members

interact because of personal purposes.

Formal organizations

cannot operate without informal organization.
Adaptation to environmental factors is the basis of two
taxonomies.

Selznick (1949) has suggested that characteris

tics of the organization may be determined by their environ
ment in order to survive.

Burns and Stalker (1961) have

determined a polarity of management systems resultant from
this adaptation to uncertainty in the environment.

In a

stable environment a mechanistic type organization is more
efficient.

In a highly unstable or uncertain environment

the organic form is more adaptable.
Weber (1947) classified organizations according to the
amount of bureaucracy.

The variables were role of hierarchy,
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impersonality, expertise, rules, routinization, decision
making, group conflict, and technological approaches.
(1970)

Perrow

expanded this simple polar distinction of bureaucratic

and nonbureaucratic organizations to a two-dimension grid
based on the amount of variety in products as well as the
routine-nonroutine dimension.

The polarity of variety is

"few exceptions" versus "many exceptions."
considered analyzable, it is routine.
nonroutine.

If something is

If not, then it is

The difference between this and the mechanistic-

organic taxonomy of Burns and Stalker is that Weber and
Perrow do not explain their classification as a result of
environmental factors.
Summary of rational-idealist
taxonomies
The taxonomies of Carzo and Yanouzas, Litterer, Likert,
Barnard, Burns and Stalker, Weber, and Perrow are not dis
criminating.

Either an organization can qualify for member

ship in more than one category or it does not fit into any
of the categories.

It fits between categories.

For example,

Carzo and Yanouzas's first taxonomy has two categories:
and tall.

flat

Most organizations would be classified between

these two categories.
All of the 15 taxonomies mentioned have only one level
of classification with no secondary classification necessary
for making the finer distinctions.

These classifications
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were adopted to serve the purposes of the social and
political sciences which developed them and the necessary
discrimination to fill the purposes of the communication
specialist.
Formal-Empirical Taxonomies
Woodward (1965) studied industrial organizations located
in South Essex, England.

After much manipulation of data

collected from 100 firms, the only variable found to be
related to variations in organizations was the system of
production being used, in other words, the technology.
classification resulted in:

The

(1) integral product firms—

unit and small-batch production (24 firms), and large-batch
and mass production (31 firms);

(2) dimensional production—

process production (25 firms); and (3) combined systems—
varied technology (12 firms).

Woodward concluded that there

is no one best way to manage.

The management system must be

suited to the technology— organic for some, and mechanistic
for others.
Stogdill (1966) explained and synthesized the informa
tion from some 800 studies.

He concluded that stable organ

izational behavior patterns are a result of interaction of
the formal and informal organization.

Based on this assump

tion, variables were selected to explain organizational
behavior.
were used:

Three classes of variables and nine variables
(1) input variables— member interaction,
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individual performance, and individual expectation;

(2)

intervening variables— member satisfaction, group structure,
and task-oriented work; and (3) output variables— group
responsiveness, productivity, and integration.

Stogdill has

diagramed the detailed interrelationships between all of
these nine variables, indicating that the variation of one
affects the others.

No discriminating classification of

organizations was proposed.
Specialization, standardization, formalization, central
ization, configuration, and traditionalism were the six
categories used by Pung et al.

(1969), the Aston group.

They

analyzed work organizations of the Birmingham, England, area.
Only organizations with more than 250 employees were studied.
No voluntary organizations were used.

Originally, seven

categories of variables were selected, but some were deleted
because of difficulty in operationalization.

The final

analysis was based on a 16-member subset of the original 64
variables in 6 categories.
Haas et al.

(1966), the Ohio State group, have determined

a listing of 10 "prime classes" with varying numbers of
organizations and attributes in each class.

The findings are

the result of a similarity-of-attributes profile of 75 organ
izations.
The Ohio State analysis was based on 99 variables in 37
major areas including:
tives,

(1) organizational goals and objec

(2) major activities of the organization,

(3) basic
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organizational character or orientation,
of workers,

(4) general levels

(5) interdependence of departments,

tees and boards,

(7) communication structures,

on other organizations,

(8) dependency

(9) government control and regulation,

(10) primary source of income,
decline, and (12) 26 others.
organizations:

(6) commit

(11) patterns of growth and
Class 0^ included the following

a Polynesian restaurant, state regulative

agency, motel, bank, health insurance agency, electrical
equipment firm, Catholic school system, elite restaurant, and
commercial television station.

Class 0g included:

school

for delinquent girls, men's reformatory, and women's reforma
tory.

Rationally, a basis for the classification of grouping

0g is more obvious than for 0^.

The attributes common to

members of two groups, 0^ and 0 g , were not given in the
article.
This taxonomy is similar to the biological taxonomy in
structural complexity.

Yet, it is developmentally different.

The biological taxonomy is a comprehensive rational-idealistic
taxonomy based on empirical findings.

It is not based on a

statistical method, such as a similarity-of-attributes pro
file, as in the Ohio State study.

Plants are classified on

variations in reproductive system structure and vegetative
structure.

Numerous other attributes might have been used,

but a scientifically useful taxonomy has been based on these
two alone.

Thus, the taxonomy of plants is the result of a

combined rational and empirical approach.
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General Systems Classification
Like the biologist, the general systems taxonomists
have combined the rational-idealist and the empirical
approaches to taxonomic development.

General systems taxon

omists have not used a wide range of variables nor the
statistical methods of the empirical taxonomist.

Baker

(1973), Carzo and Yanouzas (1967), Carrithers (1967), Hunt
(1974), Lawler and Rhode (1976), McDonough (1963), Melcher
(1975), Miller (1972, 1975), Negandhi (1975), Sells (1964),
and Theodore (1976) have all either used a systems approach
in examining organizations or have defined the organization
as a system.

This is a rational, not a statistical approach.

Yet there is a distinction to be made between systems theory
and general systems theory:
They are general systems theorists only if they
accept the more daring and controversial position
that— though every living system and every level
is obviously unique— there are important formal
identities of large generality across levels.
These can potentially be evaluated quantitatively,
applying the same model to data collected at two
or more levels.
(Miller, 1972, p. 2)
Miller's terms and definitions are precise.

Miller described

at least seven levels in the hierarchy of living systems,
each higher level of systems being composed of the systems
of lower levels.

Those seven levels are:

cell, organ,

organism, group, organization, society, and supernational
system (Miller, 1975, p. 351).
A living system is a special subset of all the concrete,
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open systems.

An open system has permeable boundaries.

It

is concrete if it occupies physical space and is nonrandom.
Living systems have the following characteristics:

They use

inputs of foods or fuels to restore their energy and to
repair breakdowns in their organized structure; have more
than a certain minimum degree of complexity; contain DNA;
are largely composed of protoplasm, proteins, and other
organic compounds; have a decider subsystem which controls
the entire system, causing the subsystem and components to
interact; have certain critical subsystems or have symbiotic
or parasitic relationships with other living or nonliving
systems which carry out the processes of the missing critical
subsystems; have subsystems which are integrated to form an
actively self-regulated, developing, reproducing system with
purposes and goals (Miller, 1975, pp. 348-349).
The study of the science of living systems at the level
of organizations has led both Katz and Kahn (1966) and Miller
(1972) to base their initial class distinctions on the role
or function of the organization in its suprasystem, the
society.

Katz and Kahn have devised four primary classes

compared to Miller's three.

This is a rational method which

makes use of current empirical research in selecting
variables.
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General systems theory
taxonomies
Three attempts toward this approach have been made by
Sells, Katz and Kahn, and Miller.

Sells (1964) proposed a

taxonomy based in general systems theory using three uni
verses of variables.

Individual differences consisted of

35-45 variables including age, sex, education, socioeconomic
status, ethnic status; reference group indices (95 variables);
attitudes toward participation (5 variables); stylistic
traits (10 variables); and proficiency measures (3 variables).
Organizational characteristics involved 150 items to deter
mine characteristics of group task, situation, setting, etc.;
formal structure such as autonomy, intergroup patterns,
dependency, cooperation, rewards; and group structure includ
ing goals, control, and stratification.

There were environ

mental factors including physical aspects such as gravity,
radiation, climate, terrain, and others; social factors such
as religion, economic trends, level of economy, health, arts,
recreation, technology, political power, and others.
of roughly 500 variables were selected.

A total

To date, Sells has

not developed this taxonomy further.
Katz and Kahn (1966) developed a taxonomy of organiza
tions with four categories:
organizations,

(1) productive and economic

(2) maintenance organizations which train and

socialize people for roles in other organizations or society,
(3) adaptive organizations which innovate or create new
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knowledge, and (4) managerial-political organizations.
Further classification is based on:

(a) the nature of

throughput (objects or people), (b) maintenance (intrinsic
or extrinsic reward), (c) bureaucratic structure (boundary
permeability and number of echelons), and (d) type of equi
librium (steady state or maximization).
discrimination.

This taxonomy lacks

An example of this is that the university

could be primarily classified as Class 2 as well as Class 3.
Miller (1972) has also suggested a taxonomy of organ
izations based on the general systems approach in which the
first level of classification would reflect the purpose of
the organization to its suprasystem.

An indicator of this

purpose would be the more extensively developed of the three
major subsystem types:

(1) matter-energy processing sub

systems— organizations such as farms, mines, factories, air
lines, railroads, and hospitals;

(2) information-processing

subsystems— organizations here would include libraries,
banks, stock exchanges, real estate agencies, news agencies,
courts, and legislatures; and (3) the matter-energy and
information-processing subsystems— organizations include
cities, prisons, armies, navies, and department stores that
sell both information sources (books, tapes, records) and
matter-energy (clothing, furniture, and appliances).

Further

classification would be based on (a) the subsystem that is
most specialized in the organization,

(b) the types of

matter-energy or information in processes, or (c)
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characteristic input-output relationships.
Miller's taxonomy was not selected for identifying
organizations in communication research for several reasons.
Miller has suggested no relationship between the organiza
tion's purpose within its suprasystem and communication
within the organization.

Secondly, Miller never specified

how the three further classifications should be used or how
membership is to be defined.
Review of general systems
theory terminology
Organizations are living systems with multi-echelon
deciders whose components and subsystems may be subsidiary
organizations, groups, and, uncommonly, single persons
(Miller, 1972, p. 5).

An organization's environment consists

of the other organizations, groups, and sometimes individuals
of the society to which the organization belongs and with
which it is interdependent (Miller, 1972, p. 5).

This inter

dependence is a measure of each organization's totipotential.
An organization which has a parasitic relationship with other
organizations in its environment will have less totipotential.
Subsystems are the functional units of systems.

They

are made up of components which in organizations are usually
groups.

One of the basic distinctions between groups and

organizations is that groups have single-echelon deciders
and have single persons for components.

The decider is only
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1 of 19 critical subsystems.

It is the only subsystem that

cannot be missing in a system or organization.

It is one of

the nine information-processing subsystems as opposed to
being a matter-energy processing subsystem.
Information is the signals, symbols, messages, or pat
terns to be transmitted.
is the bit.

The smallest unit of information

Information, Miller (1975) stated, "relieves

uncertainty and carries a vast amount of meaning"

(p. 346).

Communication is defined by Miller (1975) as "'information
processing,' the change of information from one state to
another, or its movement from one point to another over
space"

(p. 366).

In this short discussion of general systems theory,
numerous terms have emerged as candidates for the taxonomy.
The initial list of terms as taken from Miller (1975)
includes:

physical and geographical space, conceptual or

abstract space; matter and energy; information; systems,
conceptual systems, concrete systems, open systems, closed
systems, nonliving systems, living systems, abstracted sys
tems; structure; process; type; level; intersystem general
ization; emergents; echelon; suprasystem, environment,
territory; subsystem and component; critical subsystem; sub
systems which process both matter-energy and information;
matter-energy processing subsystems; information-processing
subsystems; inclusion; artifact; transmissions in concrete
systems; steady state; matter-energy stress; information
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stress; adjustment processes; feedback; power; purpose and
goal; cost and efficiency; conclusions.

These 40 terms were

considered for use in the taxonomy as described in Chapter
III.
Summary
Three approaches to the taxonomic development of organ
izations can be postulated:

rational-idealist, formal-

empirical, and general systems.

The rational-idealist clas

sification has too few classes, lacks discrimination, and is
comprehensive to its specific purpose.
present the other extreme.

Empirical taxonomies

They are extremely complex, dis

criminating, but lack comprehensiveness and therefore serve
no purpose.

Their utility is limited by the massive amount

of research necessary before an organization can be
classified.
General systems taxonomies are comprehensive for their
purpose, discriminating, and moderately complex.

The general

systems orientation allows for the selection of variables
important to a specific discipline.

This selection process

limits the amount of information necessary for classifica
tion.

General systems theory is a sound theoretical frame

work for organizing knowledge about systems and organizations
with concise and consistent terminology and general principles
of process.
Systems theory is based upon observations and empirical
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data on various kinds of organizations and systems/ and
represents a combination of rational-idealist and formalempirical approaches to taxonomic development.

The general

systems theory method of taxonomic development comes closest
to providing the basis for a comprehensive, discriminating,
and complex taxonomy which can be used by organizational
communication researchers.

In Chapter III, the way in which

a taxonomy can be developed using general systems theory
terms will be described.
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CHAPTER III
A TAXONOMY OF ORGANIZATIONS
Introduction
In Chapter II, general systems theory and its terminol
ogy as defined by Miller (1975) was selected as the best
suited for use in the taxonomy because of its concise defini
tions and sound theoretical framework.

This terminology was

reviewed and 40 terms listed as candidates for use in the
taxonomy.
There are five major sections to Chapter III:

terminol

ogy of the taxonomy, terminology eliminated, hierarchical
placement of the terms in the taxonomy, illustration of the
taxonomy, and examples of organization classification.

The

terms selected for use in the taxonomy are defined in the
first section.

The reasons for their selection are given

and the criteria for membership in each class are defined.
In the second section, terminology was eliminated from use
in the taxonomy for three basic reasons:

Some of the terms

used as section headings by Miller (1975) in "The Nature of
Living Systems" are not suited to defining organizational
types, but refer to other levels of systems or to systems
in general.

Other terms are processes, or refer to processes,

and are therefore not suited for use in taxonomies.
30
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final eliminations were based on reasons specific to each of
the remaining terms.

The third section is devoted to the

hierarchical placement of the three selected terms defined
in the first section.

This is similar to the method used by

biologists and chemists.

The primary classification is the

most basic distinction that can be made in a living system:
structural variation in the smallest distinguishable func
tional unit.

Secondary classification is based on the macro

scopic structure of the organization.

Without this informa

tion it is difficult to determine the system's internal
complexity, which is the third or tertiary classifier.

In

the fourth section the structure of the taxonomy, as defined
by the three levels of the hierarchy, is illustrated.

The

nomenclature for identifying the organization types is
described.

The use of the taxonomy is demonstrated in the

fifth section.

Each of four selected organizations is

analyzed for primary, secondary, and tertiary class member
ship.
Terminology of the Taxonomy
Three terms were selected for use in the taxonomy:
territory, echelon, and component.
Territory is the physical or geographical space occupied
by an organization system.

This was selected for use in the

taxonomy because of the relationships that exist between
physical distances and communication, because discriminating
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classes can be established using this term, and because the
information needed to place an organization in those dis
criminating classes is readily available.
The relationships between communication and the terri
tory of the organization are four:
1.

The farther the components of a system are
from one another and the longer the channels
between them, the less is the rate of infor
mation flow among them.
(Miller, 1972, p. 3,
hypothesis 3.3.3.2-8)

2.

If components of a system are closely con
nected spacially, they are more alike in
decoding and deciding than if they are remote.
(Miller, 1972, p. 3, hypothesis 3.3.3.2-14)

3.

The less decoding and encoding a channel
requires, the more it is used.
(Miller, 1972,
p. 3, hypothesis 3.3.3.2-16)

4.

Interaction among units tends to increase
sharing of information.
(Miller, 1972, p. 3,
hypothesis 3.3.3-14)

The five different discriminating classes are defined
as the territory boundary of the organizational system.

Five

different organizational territories are the criteria for
membership into each class.

The first territory finds com

ponents dispersed within one building.

The second territory

is defined to be more than one building, but only one site.
A site is an area where buildings are within walking dis
tance.

In this territory, people may interact or cross paths

daily, but it is not as likely as if all components were in
the same building.

The third territory would be of organiza

tions with more than one site, miles apart, but contained
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within the boundaries of one state, province, or equivalent
area.

The fourth territory type is that confined to one

country, but having components in more than one state.

The

fifth territory boundary would cross national lines and
occupy space in more than one country.

The five classes are

defined by these five territory types.
Echelon is defined as one level within a hierarchy of
levels at which different types of decisions are made.

In

an organization there must, by definition, be more than one
echelon to the decider.
This term was selected for three reasons.

First, it is

an indicator of the number of components in the system and
affects the system's communication.

Secondly, discriminating

classes can be defined using the number of echelons in the
system as criteria for membership.

Thirdly, echelon struc

ture of an organization is not difficult to determine.
The relationship between the number of echelons and the
number of components which affect the system's communication
are as follows:
1.

As the number of components increases in an
organization, so does the number of echelons.
(Miller, 1972, p. 2, hypothesis 1-1)

2.

The probability of error in or breakdown of
an information channel increases as the number
of components in the channel increases.
(Miller, 1972, p. 3, hypothesis 3.3.3.2-8)

3.

The more components a system has, the more
information-processing components are
required.
(Miller, 1972, p. 4, hypothesis
5.4.1-3)
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4.

The increase in number of components increases
the cost of processing information to the sys
tems decider and components tend to become more
independent in decision-making. The cost of
centralized decision-making is prohibitive and
decentralization occurs.
(Miller, 1972, p. 4,
hypothesis 5.4.3-2)

5.

Decentralization increases speed and accuracy
in decision-making and reduces local conflict.
(Miller, 1972, p. 5, hypothesis 5.4.3-4)
But echelons make more decisions without
information available at other areas in the
organization.
(Miller, 1972, p. 5, hypothesis
5.4.3-5)

6.

Decentralization results in a situation in
which different echelons will probably have
different information.
If relevant informa
tion flows to all echelons, the better their
interaction will be between them when they
are decentralized.
(Miller, 1972, p. 5,
hypothesis 5.4.3-6)

Membership to the different classes is based on the
number of echelons in the decider.

Most organizations have

eight or less echelons and must, by definition, have more
than two (Miller, 1972, pp. 60-61).

This provides seven

discriminating classes.
The number of echelons in the organizations may be found
from the organization chart.

This information can also be

determined by asking who in the organization reports to whom.
Miller (1972) describes the eight echelons typical to indus
trial organizations as the Board of Directors, President,
Vice Presidents, and down to line supervisors (pp. 60-65).
The information necessary to ascertain the number of echelons
can generally be provided by the individual giving clearance
for a research project.
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Component is the "specific, local, distinguishable
structural unit"

(Miller, 1975, p. 354) of a system.

In an

organization the component can be single persons or other
organizations; most commonly, however, it is groups.
The criteria for membership into classes are the com
binations of structurally different types of components:
persons, groups, and organizations.

The number of components

was not selected as a criterion for two reasons:

First,

there is a close relationship between the number of compo
nents and the number of echelons which would make a redundant
classification.

Second, the number of components is not

equal to the number of single persons employed or working
with an organization.
difficult to count.

Thus, components could be tedious and
There are two reasons for selecting

types of components as criteria.

Miller suggests four

effects of structurally different and similar types of com
ponents on a system's information-processing.

The second

reason is that the criteria are relatively easy to determine.
The first of the four relationships between structurally
different types of components and communication is Miller's
hypothesis 1-2.

Miller suggests that the more structurally

different types of components a system has, the more segrega
tion of function there is.

The functional segregation of

components means that each one receives some information
which the others do not.

The greater this segregation of

information, the more the subsystems differ in decoding and
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deciding (1972, p. 3, hypothesis 3.3.3.2-15).

Secondly, if

components of a system are made up of similar units, they
are more likely to be alike in decoding and deciding than if
they are different because interaction tends to increase
sharing of information (Miller, 1972, p. 3, hypothesis
3.3.3.2-14).

Third, the less decoding and encoding a channel

requires, the more it is used (Miller, 1972, p. 3, hypothesis
3.3.3.2-16).

Finally, when organizational systems are func

tioning within organizations, hypothesis 3.1.2.2-3 (Miller,
1972, p. 2) comes into play.

It basically states that the

amount of information flowing within a system (intrasystem)
is larger than that which flows across its boundaries
(intersystem).
An organization chart and some information from a person
knowledgeable in the structure of the organization is all
that is necessary to determine the type of component in the
system.

Criteria for membership to each of these three

classes are:

(1) organizations whose components are pre

dominantly single persons, very few groups if any, and no
organizations;

(2) organizations whose components are pre

dominantly groups and no organizations; and (3) organizations
whose components include other organizations.

These three

divisions, the five divisions of territories, and the seven
divisions of echelons were selected from the original 40
terms.

The reasons for those eliminations follow.
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Terminology Eliminated
Forty section headings were taken from Miller (1975).
Eliminations were made from this original group for three
general reasons:

19 referred to levels other than organiza

tions or systems in general, 13 were process variables, and
5 were eliminated for reasons specific to their own possible
use in the taxonomy.
The 19 terms which referred to systems at levels other
than organizations were:

physical and geographical space,

conceptual or abstract space, matter-energy, information,
system, conceptual system, concrete system, open system,
closed system, nonliving system, living system, emergents,
abstracted system, structure, process, type, level, inter
system generalization, and conclusions.

All of these are

used by Miller to define and classify systems, but cannot be
used to group types of organizations.

The two reasons for

this are that the variables either do not apply to organiza
tions, or they apply to all organizations.
Secondly, all process terms were eliminated from the
listings for the three reasons given in Chapter II, that is,
organizational variables were ordered into two basic types
of terms:

process and structural.

can also be broken down thus.
et al.

The above terminology

Both Miller (1975) and Pung

(1969) have suggested taxonomies based on process

variables.

As was mentioned in Chapter II, however, the
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research necessary to determine variations in processes is
tedious and laborious.
process.

Second, structure is indicative of

Third, pragmatics would best be served if struc

tural variables were used whenever possible because struc
ture is easier to determine.
(1971)

Wilson, Loomis, and Steeves

made this same point with respect to the biological

taxonomy when they wrote that physiological features may be
important, but using them as criteria is frequently incon
venient and time-consuming.

Therefore, this taxonomy is

based on structural terms and the following process variables
were eliminated:

time, subsystems which process both matter-

energy and information, matter-energy processing subsystems,
information-processing subsystem, transmissions in concrete
systems, steady state, matter-energy stress, information
stress, adjustment processes, feedback, power, purpose and
goal, and cost and efficiency.
The final four terms to be eliminated were:

suprasystem

and environment, subsystem, critical subsystem, and inclu
sion.

The suprasystem of an organization is the society of

which it is part.

The environment consists of all the single

persons, groups, and organizations of the organization's
suprasystem upon which the organization is interdependent.
This variable was eliminated for two reasons.

First, there

exists a lack of evidence to indicate a relationship between
the environment of an organization and its communication.
Secondly, this environment-organization interface is a vast
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structural entity that would take much research to define.
Subsystem is defined as "the totality of all structures
in a system which carry out a particular process"
1975, p. 354).

(Miller,

In order to identify these structures, it is

necessary to understand the process.

This would involve

extensive research and is thus prohibitive.
Critical subsystems, of which there are 19, carry out
the processes necessary for life.

If these are lacking in

a system, a parasitic or symbiotic relationship must exist
within the organization's environment to fill this need.
Miller (1972) stated that "usually the matter-energy process
ing subsystems are missing, not the information processing
ones"

(p. 6).

Even if an information-processing subsystem

were missing, there is no evidence of an effect on the organ
ization's communication.

This was not used as a criterion

of classification in the taxonomy.

However, if a study were

to focus on the function or processes involved in a specific
information-processing subsystem, it would be important to
extend the identification to include this information.
An inclusion is a structure foreign to the system which
exists within the system boundary which may be a component
or a subsystem if it helps carry out a critical process, or
it may be part of the environment.

A leased computer in an

organization and an ambassador from a foreign country are
examples.

They may be sources of stress to the organization

(Miller, 1975, pp. 356-357).

Artifacts are inclusions in a
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system which include languages, either human or computer;
books, magnetic tapes, and other information markers.

They

may also be calculators, typewriters, dictaphones, tele
phones, and so forth.

The inclusion or artifacts of an

organization may affect the communication of the system, but
there exist innumerable combinations of artifacts present in
a system.

This would make classification on this basic

quite impractical.
Hierarchy of the Taxonomy
The taxonomy consists of three levels of classes based
on the three terms finally selected:
echelon, and the component.

the territory, the

The question arose:

classification should be made first, and why?
were paramount in this decision.

Which

Two factors

First, the most basic dis

tinction that can be made between organizations should be
made the primary classification.

The next basic should be

secondary, and the most complex, tertiary.

Secondly, if

there is information provided in classifying based on one of
the terms that is instrumental in another of the classifica
tions, then that classification should be made first.
Primary classification
The simplest and most basic distinction that can be made
between systems of the same level is the grouping together of
systems with similar structural units of components.
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components that make up systems are similar, then the systems
have a very basic similarity.

In the biological taxonomy,

the primary classification is determined the physical struc
ture of the smallest component:

the cell.

Plants have

similar cell structures and animals have a different similar
cell structure.

The chemist has developed the periodic

table, a taxonomy of elements.

It is based on the physical

structure of the components of the element:

the atom.

Spe

cifically, the family groupings are determined by the number
of valence electrons (electrons furthest from the nucleus of
the atom) .

The basic structural unit of the organization is

the component which can be either single persons, groups, or
organizations.

A second reason for the component type to be

the primary classifier is that identification of the organ
ization's components is a necessary part of finding the
limits of the territory.

It is also helpful in counting the

number of echelons.
Secondary classification
Territory is the next basic distinction.

Once the com

ponents of a system are identified, their location in physi
cal space can be determined and the territory type identified.
The territory must be known before the echelons can be accu
rately counted.

The number of echelons would be different

if the territory is defined to be that of Michigan Bell or
that of the Bell System.
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Tertiary classification
Echelon is the tertiary classifier.

The echelon struc

ture of a system is a complex internal structure that is not
even present in the living systems less complex than the
organization.
system.

For example, it is not present in the group

For this reason it is the last classification.

The three primary groupings, called Kingdoms, the
secondary groupings or Divisions, and the tertiary groupings
or Classes provide the taxonomy with the hierarchy shown in
Table 3.
TABLE 3
HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURE OF THE TAXONOMY
KINGDOM I:

Organizations with predominantly single persons,
few groups,* and no organizations as components
DIVISION 1
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

DIVISION 2
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Territories limited to
With
With
With
With
With
With
With

two echelons
three echelons
four echelons
five echelons
six echelons
seven echelons
eight echelons

Territories within two
buildings at one site
With
With
With
With
With
With
With

two echelons
three echelons
four echelons
five echelons
six echelons
seven echelons
eight echelons

*Groups are living systems with single echelon deciders
whose components are generally single persons.
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TABLE 3 (Continued)
KINGDOM Is

Continued
DIVISION 3:
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

DIVISION 4:
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

DIVISION 5:
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
KINGDOM II:

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

Territories at more than one site,
within only one state
With
With
With
With
With
With
With

two echelons
three echelons
four echelons
five echelons
six echelons
seven echelons
eight echelons

Territories in more tnan one state,
within only one country
With
With
With
With
With
With
With

two echelons
three echelons
four echelons
five echelons
six echelons
seven echelons
eight echelons

Territories in more than one
country
With
With
With
With
With
With
With

two echelons
three echelons
four echelons
five echelons
six echelons
seven echelons
eight echelons

Organizations with predominantly groups as com
ponents. May have some individual components,
may not have organizations as components
DIVISION 1
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class 7
Class 8

Territories limited to one building
With
With
With
With
With
With
With

two echelons
three echelons
four echelons
five echelons
six echelons
seven echelons
eight echelons
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TABLE 3 (Continued)
KINGDOM II:

Continued
DIVISION 2:
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

DIVISION 3:
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

DIVISION 4:
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

DIVISION 5:
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Territories within two or more
buildings at one site
With
With
With
With
With
With
With

two echelons
three echelons
four echelons
five echelons
six echelons
seven echelons
eight echelons

Territories at more than one site,
within only one state
With
With
With
With
With
With
With

two echelons
three echelons
four echelons
five echelons
six echelons
seven echelons
eight echelons

Territories in more than one state,
within only one country
With
With
With
With
With
With
With

two echelons
three echelons
four echelons
five echelons
six echelons
seven echelons
eight echelons

Territories in more than one
country
With
With
With
With
With
With
With

two echelons
three echelons
four echelons
five echelons
six echelons
seven echelons
eight echelons
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TABLE 3 (Continued)
KINGDOM III:

Organizations with other organizations as com
ponents. May also have individual and group
components
DIVISION 1 :
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

2:
3
4
5
6
7
8

DIVISION 2
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

DIVISION 3
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

DIVISION 4:
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Territories limited to one building
With
With
With
With
With
With
With

two echelons
three echelons
four echelons
five echelons
six echelons
seven echelons
eight echelons

Territories within two or more
buildings at one site
With
With
With
With
With
With
With

two echelons
three echelons
four echelons
five echelons
six echelons
seven echelons
eight echelons

Territories at more than one site,
within only one state
With
With
With
With
With
With
With

two echelons
three echelons
four echelons
five echelons
six echelons
seven echelons
eight echelons

Territories in more than one state,
within only one country
With
With
with
With
With
With
With

two echelons
three echelons
four echelons
five echelons
six echelons
seven echelons
eight echelons
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TABLE 3 (Continued)
KINGDOM III:

Continued
DIVISION 5:
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class 8

Territories in more than one
country
With
With
With
With
With
With
With

two echelons
three echelons
four echelons
five echelons
six echelons
seven echelons
eight echelons

Graphical Presentation of the Taxonomy
The taxonomy can be graphically displayed as in Figure 2.
It can be visualized as three adjacent matrixes representing
the three kingdoms of primary classification.

Secondary

classification is the horizontal dimension of each matrix
and therefore has five divisions in each.

Tertiary classifi

cation is the vertical dimension of each matrix and has seven
classes numbered 2 through 8 to indicate the number of eche
lons in the organization.
As can be seen in Figure 2, theoretically there are 105
different classes of organizations.

An organization of pre

dominantly single persons, in one building, with two echelons
in its decider would be identified as class of type 1,1,2.
An organization with other organizations as components, with
components in more than one country, having eight or more
echelons would be identified as 3,5,8.

An organization with

predominantly groups as components (no organizations),
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KINGDOM II
Group Components
(+ individuals)

KINGDOM I
Individual Components
(+ few groups)

KINGDOM III
Organization Components
(+ individuals, + groups)

DIVISION
Territory
Type:

Class:
Echelons:

4
2

2

2

3

3

3

4

X

4

X

X

4

5

5

5

6

6

6

7

7

7

8

8

8

X
X

Catholic Church (3,5,5)
Catholic Diocese (3,3,4)
Western Michigan University (3,2,6)
Westside Family Mental Health Clinic, P.C.
Super Summer '78 (2,3,4)
Figure 2.

Graphical presentation of the taxonomy.

5

(1,1,4)
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located at one site (more than one building), and with four
echelons would be type 2,2,4.
Examples of Organization Identification
The information needed to classify an organization
should be readily available from a member of the administra
tion of the organization.

A research worker will generally

need to speak to this person to obtain the necessary clear
ance to study the organization, and the information can be
gathered at that time.

Western Michigan University is iden

tified as type 3,2,6, for example.
The use of words such as alumni relations, admissions,
records, registration, college, and international student
services in this organization chart suggested that the com
ponents of the system are not single persons.

This was

confirmed by the Office of Information Services.

The various

colleges are each headed by a dean who supervises the chair
persons of each department.

The colleges and departments

determine their own organizational structure (Gagie, 1976;
Gagie & Frank, 1978).

This independence plus the multi

echelon nature of the decider of the colleges and their
departments suggests that these components are not groups,
but fit within the definition of an organization.

They are

living systems with multi-echelon deciders whose components
and subsystems are groups and, uncommonly, single persons.
These colleges are organizations that are greatly dependent
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(parasitic) on Western Michigan University as an organiza
tion.

Since among the components of this organization are

included other organizations, this organization's primary
classification would be Kingdom III.
Secondary classification is determined by the physical
distribution of components.

Since the territory of the uni

versity is limited to one site within the City of Kalamazoo,
this organization would be classified as an organization
with components in more than one building but only one site,
that is, Division 2.

The university has designated an East

Campus and West Campus, but based on the proximity of the
two locations this can be considered one site.

The compo

nents are not miles apart.
Tertiary classification is as follows.

The organiza

tion chart showed the first echelon of the university to be
the board of trustees.

Echelon 2 is the president.

Echelon

3 is composed of the administrative assistant, assistant to
the president, ombudsman, academic vice president, finance
vice president, and all others who report directly to the
president.

The fourth echelon includes all the associate

and assistant vice presidents and the deans of the colleges.
The fifth echelon would include the department heads, alumni
relations director, annual fund director, registrar, and all
those who report directly to the assistant vice presidents
and deans.

Echelon 6 is comprised of all those who work

under the department heads and directors.

These would be
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the professors and those responsible for the direct super
vision of work.

This organization, therefore, has six

echelons and would be classified in tertiary Class 6.
Westside Family Mental Health Clinic, P.C., is type
1,1,4.

The component type is Kingdom I:

organizations

having predominantly single persons as components.

There

is a president, who is also a clinician; other clinicians;
an office manager who also functions as a receptionist; and
a bookkeeper who also at times functions as a receptionist.
The territory of this organization is Division 1:
tions whose territory is within one building.
structure has four levels:

The echelon

president, office clinicians,

office manager and bookkeeper, and receptionists.
ization chart was available.

organiza

No organ

The information was taken from

an interview with the corporation president (Diloretto,
1978).
The Catholic Church is an organization type 3,5,5.
basic structural unit is the parish.
times an organization.
Kingdom III:
izations.

The

This component is at

Therefore, primary classification is

organizations whose components include organ

St. Monica's parish in Kalamazoo is a component

organization, for example.

The Catholic Church is an organ

ization with components in many countries and is therefore
Division 5.

If only one diocese were being studied, the

territory type would be different.
a different echelon number.

This would also determine

This is why it is important to
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define the territory before counting the number of echelons.
With Division 5 territory, the number of echelons is five:
Pope, bishops, pastors, associates and parish council, and
parish committees.

If the territory were limited to a dio

cese, the territory would then be Division 3, and the number
of echelons would be four.

The diocesan organization is

therefore type 3,3,4.
Super Summer 178 is an organization of volunteers tem
porarily established to organize month-long events sponsored
by the Kalamazoo Arts Council and the City of Kalamazoo.

It

is type 2,3,4, since its components are committees and there
fore groups, and its territory is limited to the Kalamazoo
area of Michigan but at more than one site.
echelons:

There are four

the Kalamazoo Arts Council representatives, the

area chairpersons of visual arts publicity and so on, the
event chairpersons, and the committees within each event.
In this chapter, the taxonomy has been developed, pre
sented, illustrated, and used to classify organizations.
The purpose of Chapter IV is to verify the need for such a
taxonomy by confirming the initial statement of the thesis,
that current identification methods are not adequate.
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CHAPTER IV
THE TEST OF THE TAXONOMY
The purpose of this chapter is to compare the way organ
izations are identified in research studies to the proposed
taxonomy.

Ten research studies were selected and analyzed

for the information necessary to classify their organizations
in the proposed taxonomy.

There are two reasons this infor

mation should be given in current research studies.

First,

the criteria for classification are very basic structural
characteristics of organizations.

Secondly, these criteria

have been shown to be very important to the communication of
organizations.

The information in each study was rated, by

the author, on each of the three criteria as adequate,
limited, or no information.

The results of this investiga

tion are presented and discussed.
Research Study Selection
The Administrative Science Quarterly (Vol. 23, March
1978), the Journal of Business Communication (Vol. 15, Nos.
1 & 2, 1978), and the Journal of Applied Communication (April
1977) were the sources of the 10 studies.

These journals

were selected from the periodical index file of the Business
Library at Western Michigan University as sources of organ
izational communication research.

Every study from the

52
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issues selected was considered for use in the analysis.
Studies that did not make use of organizations were elim
inated.
Findings
Of the 10 research studies used in the analysis, 2 pro
vided no information toward classification on any of the
three criteria:

component type, territory, or echelons.

Five studies provided no information on two of the criteria
and either limited information on the third criterion (four
studies) or adequate information on the third criterion (one
study).

One study had given no information on one criterion

and limited information on the other two.

One research study

provided adequate information on one criterion and limited
information on the other two.

In two studies, adequate

information was provided for two of the three criteria.

One

of these studies provided no information on the third cri
terion, and the other provided limited information.

These

results are presented in Table 4.
Discussion
Only two studies came close to providing the information
necessary for classification, that is, Studies 3b and 7.
Study 3 organizations are separated as follows:

Study 3a,

organizations in which the I.C.A. Audit was done; and Study
3b, the organization doing the I.C.A. Audits.

The latter
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TABLE 4
AMOUNT OF INFORMATION PROVIDED FOR ORGANIZATION
IDENTIFICATION FROM SELECTED STUDIES
Author & Study Number

Component/Territory/Echelons

1) Level & Johnson, 1978

None

None

None

2) Allred & Clark, 1978

None

None

None

3a) Goldhaber & Krivonos, 1977
None
II
II
It
It
b)
Adequate
4) Pascale, 1978

None

5) Dewar & Hage, 1978

Limited

6) Mowday, 1978

None

7) Weinberg, 1977
8) Beatty & Springhorn, 1977
9) Jain, 1977

None
Adequate

Limited

Limited

Limited

Adequate

Limited

None

Adequate

Adequate

None

Adequate

None

None

None

Limited

10) Franzolino & Staton, 1977

Limited
None

None

Limited

Limited

None

organization was described in greater detail and an organiza
tion chart given.

The former 18 organizations were described

in Study 3a by common name and, at times, geographical data.
Study 3b was a critique of the I.C.A. Audit.
Study 7 was a field study in one organization, the Boy
Scouts of America.

Adequate information was given to place

the organization in Kingdom II.

The territory type is 5, as

it is called the "largest youth organization in the world"
(Weinberg, 1977, p. 1).

It is possible to determine within

reasonable limits the number of echelons at the local level
based on the information given, but not for the worldwide
organization.
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This is an instance when the territory of the organiza
tion under study might more accurately be identified on a
scale smaller than "worldwide/" for in reality the scope of
the study is the local organization, not the "worldwide"
organization.

Had this been done, adequate information would

have been provided for all three criteria of classification.
Based on this analysis, 8 of the 10 studies are found
to be inadequate in the information given regarding the
research setting.

There were inconsistencies in information

provided and the form of presentation.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS
The purpose of this thesis was to develop a taxonomy
that would serve to classify organizations used in communica
tion research and, in doing so, to provide a basis for gener
alization.

The taxonomy has been developed on a sound

theoretical framework:

general systems theory.

Whether it

is a valid tool for generalization can only be determined by
its implementation.

This chapter serves to summarize (1)

uses of the taxonomy, and (2) areas for future research in
this field of taxonomic development.
Uses of the Taxonomy
This taxonomy is intended to permit generalization.
The chemist and physicist have developed the Periodic Table
of chemical elements for these purposes.

Botanists and

zoologists use taxonomies to classify plants and animals to
meet these functions.

The organizational communication spe

cialist's taxonomy of organizations serves this purpose.
By permitting the identification and categorization of
organizations, this taxonomy can be used to define research.
It can identify the organization or organizations which are
the subject of a particular research project in terms that
other scientists can understand and therefore duplicate.
56
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This taxonomy identifies areas of organizational study
where further research is needed— the areas which past
research has missed.

The Periodic Table enabled the chemist

and physicist to see that the inert gases had not been suf
ficiently studied in the early 1900's.

A similar role can

be filled by this taxonomy of organizations.
potentially 105 classes of organizations.

There are

Some of these

probably have not been sufficiently studied, if at all.
As a framework for organizing knowledge, the taxonomy
provides guidelines for research methodology.

If it is

desirable to substantiate through research that a certain
organizational communication principle is true for many
organizations, the taxonomy will provide the guidelines
necessary for developing the method.

The taxonomy will aid

in the selection of organizations necessary for the research
to be generalizable over many organizations or between
several of the classifications.

This taxonomy permits a

person to compare findings for different levels of general
ization and abstraction as a result of the methodology used.
In this sense, the taxonomy is not only explanatory but
predictive.

General laws and theories can be found.

A researcher needs to know when it is permissible to
generalize between systems and across research studies.

The

taxonomy provides a basis for such generalization, and also
defines and identifies areas of needed research and provides
guidelines for research methodology.
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Areas for Future Research
(1) This taxonomy is a beginning.
basic groupings.

It provides very

Expansion is necessary to allow for the

more subtle groupings which are comparable to the Family,
Genus, and Species of the biological taxonomy.
(2) This taxonomy is speculative.

It does not become

real until it is used to classify many hundreds of organiza
tions.

Use of the taxonomy may result in the elimination

of classes.

For example, it may be that organizations quali

fying for membership to Kingdom I are found to have between
two and five echelons only.
therefore be eliminated.
taxonomy.

Classes 6, 7, and 8 would

Or it may result in an expanded

This may take two forms:

First, further subclas

sification to the species level, as mentioned above, may be
necessary; secondly, the existent criteria may be expanded.
An example of this would be the addition of Class 9 (with 9
echelons) and Class 10 (with 10 echelons) if too many organ
izations were found to have this number of echelons.

Only

extensive use will determine such features.
(3) Use of the taxonomy will also test the discrimina
tion of the proposed criteria for membership to each class.
For example, the use of the territory type as a criterion
for membership to the divisions may be operationalized and
defined in a way other than the one proposed by this taxonomy.
If a better definition for operationalization is found, it
should be used.
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Conclusion
This taxonomy, or one similar to it, is lacking within
the discipline of communication.
many of the above-mentioned uses.

This tool could be put to
Without it, we are little

more than the earliest biologists accumulating isolated bits
of data.
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